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On January 1st, I launched 365 Days of Print (365 dop), an online residency, which invites 10 
new artists every month to explore the impending extinction of the newspaper, keeping in 
mind the words of James Madison "A popular government without popular information, or 
the means of acquiring it is but a prologue to a farce or a tragedy." The newspaper is still the 
most tangible, dependable, balanced news source.  
 
It is also an objet d’art. And the online residency plays on that dual purpose. Artists are free 
of all parameters: they can respond to newspaper as an object and/or a symbol/anchor of 
the fourth estate. What has emerged is a subtle or ironic interplay between instant 
information (the blog format) and a static medium (the daily newspaper), between the 
growth of collective social consciousness and the limitation of words and images on the 
printed page. These serial works negotiate the fine line between news media criticism  and art 
– allowing artists to establish voice and authorship.  
 
365 dop evolved from my interest in the changing landscape of news and media. I wanted to 
react through my art to the news and to the subtle and jarring changes in  photojournalism and 
journalism. I joined twitter, around the same time I started the project (in November 2009) 
as a personal challenge, and began to explore social media in order to understand the appeal 
of bite-sized news via tweets. But as a visual person, despite the humor and wit that you find 
on twitter, I realized that nothing could replace the experience of sitting on the subway, 
soiling your hands and reading an entire article.  That physical experience of slowly digesting 
the news parallels the process of making art. 
 
The images we create in response to the daily news illuminate this jarring contradiction: 
photographs in the newspaper are supposed to provide immediate gratification while art-
making, and 365 dop, with its often subtle layers and humorous point of view, forces us to 
slow down, and stop consuming the news so unconsciously. Artist Doris Cacoilo, from 
Jersey City, re-images the front page photograph, encouraging you to reconsider its time, 
place, source and message.  Artist Megan Piontkowski, from Brooklyn, takes a different 
route: creating images that are not present, but are implied or suggested, she illustrates with 
wit and injects her socio-political commentary. Artist Chris Chappell from Louisville, threads 
the paper’s paid advertisements into his portraits, exposing Madison Avenue’s exploitation 
of subliminal symbolism, and then uses text to highlight the absurd contrasts that develop 
on the news pages. Artist Laurie Frick, from Austin, focuses on medical and scientific 
discoveries, her work often integrating other data to clarify the subtext. Artist Lauren 
DiCioccio, from San Francisco, embroiders fragments of the headlines, archiving the news 
before the day is over.  
 
The selection of new artists every month is a collaborative process between current artists 
and myself. Artists are invited to suggest artists, and since the blog is gaining ground as a 
visual forum, we receive a number of inquiries from artists internationally (two of our 10 
February artists live in Europe). 
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I am looking for spaces to showcase 365 dop in 2012. Given that there will be near 3,650 
works created for the project, there is a plethora of potential themes that could emerge  – 
from Obama to environmental hazards, from war and revolution to fiscal crises. Curators 
are encouraged to develop proposals from the 365 dop archive. I am available to collaborate 
or facilitate exhibitions.  
 
Additionally, with each exhibition, I would like to establish a media art lab – a space 
dedicated to news, which would include subscriptions to local and national newspapers, 
NPR playing 24/7 on the radio, television(s) playing CNN and potentially other channels 
such as Al Jazeera, art supplies. Visitors would be welcome to sit and read and should they 
choose make art. 
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